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Blessed Torch Bearers of the Temple! I come to address, most specifically, 
the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart as well as to entice the Flame 

from within the lightbearers of the world so that there can be the Charge 
of Light coursing through your vehicles of consciousness at the command 
of your spiritual centers by the throat chakra, so that you might draw 
forth the Light of your own God Presence, draw forth the Light of those 
Ascended and Cosmic Beings and Archangels and Archeiai who serve on 
the Violet Flame!

For, yes, blessed hearts, you are intended to call forth sufficient Violet 
Flame into the Earth that will by the Christ Consciousness take command 
of all that is intended to come to the fore for the greater good of all of the 
Sons and Daughters of God! This is not an endeavor that has selfish motives 
or self-aggrandizement for your own lifestream! Yes, there is a putting into 
the Flame of those latent energies within your own vehicles of consciousness 
that must be transmuted! But now, you must take into consideration the 
greater good of all — not merely your own personal life — for that is the 
mark of a Christ, one who is willing to give of the Sacrifice of their own 
Heart Flame for the greater Momentum of God that will be established 
upon the Earth!

The saints and adepts of old have set an example before you that you 
may follow. It does not mean that you must wear a hair shirt or abuse your 
own physical body to come closer to the Christ Consciousness. It means, 
blessed hearts, that you bend the knee before the Altar, that you call upon 
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the Lord, your Mighty Presence, and the Mighty I AM Presence of every 
Ascended and Cosmic Being to enlist the Charge of Light into the affairs 
of mankind! In doing so, it will clear away mortal debris, those areas of 
consciousness that are trapped in old momentums of habit that do not 
rise to the level of what is divinely intended for the Sons and Daughters 
of God upon the Earth.

How quickly mankind forgets history! Surely you understand by now 
that if you do not transmute history in all of its foibles, all of its human 
creation, you will be obliged to move through those records once more! 
Mankind knows this! It has been uttered far and wide! You need not wait 
for an Archangel to tell you that there is a charge of responsibility that 
mankind must tend to whether or not they believe in God, whether or not 
they know of the Flame of their own Mighty I AM Presence that is upon 
the Altar of their own Heart! Regardless, they ignore it!

But you, as the Torch Bearers of The Temple, and those who are sincere 
students of the Light must not forget! You must hold fast! For this you have 
been called to engage in a more intense cycle of the Violet Flame Vigil! 
This is because, blessed hearts, there are not enough Sons and Daughters of 
God upon the Earth giving the calls to God, to the Mighty I AM Presence, 
to those Forces of Heaven that would come to hold the balance so that 
the Earth might stay in the prescribed timetable and cycle to bring forth 
a Golden Age! 

Now, there are those of you who say, “Surely this Vigil could not make 
that great a difference! After all, how long have we been searching for the 
Golden Age to come into manifestation?” Well, blessed hearts, search 
though you may have, there is not a particular timetable that will foretell 
the coming Golden Age. But you must know that if those of you in this 
era do not hold fast to the responsibility that you came to engage in and to 
hold for the Earth, then there will be more that the second and succeeding 
generations will be required to accomplish! And this will be a great burden 
to those who come into those generations. 

Therefore, you must apply the Law. After all, it is your Duty! It is your 
Vow! Accept the Responsibility and the Authority of the Flame upon the 
Altar of your Heart so that when the Mighty I AM Presence is firmly 
ensconced within the vehicles of consciousness that you wear, you will be 
standing as a Pillar of Light! And that Light will radiate all manner of 
Illumination into the consciousness of mankind! And those in positions 
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of authority will have swept away from their human consciousness all of 
those residual energies of self-importance or, worse, errors in judgment! 
And there will be deposited the Light of the Mighty I AM Presence as the 
Mind of God, even if it is only for one decision that must be made or one 
initiative that must be engaged in!

Regardless of the circumstances, these lifestreams need your calls! They 
need the momentum that you have established! You have been in training 
for a long time now, learning how to invoke the Light of God, learning how 
to clear away the cobwebs in your own mind and to establish a brighter 
Flame of God upon the Altar of your Heart! And you have learned the 
Virtues of the Christ so that you are equipped with the Garment of Light 
that allows you to move within these Virtues and God Qualities that your 
Mighty I AM Presence has long waited for you to establish in the midst of 
all manner of human conditions!

Therefore, you can count that you, blessed hearts, are among the holy, 
the chosen, if you will! Not chosen by the Ascended Masters but chosen 
by your own Mighty I AM Presence — to engage, to accelerate the Flame 
upon the Altar of your Heart, and to give the full measure of every erg of 
energy that is required of you at any given moment! 

What a glorious Opportunity! For you, blessed ones, are in the perfect 
position to watch history change before your very eyes! As indeed it will if 
the calls are made! And where two or more are gathered together, you have 
been taught that there is the opportunity for the Consciousness of the Christ 
to be multiplied! Well, blessed hearts, consider where there are Five! Six! 
Seven! Eight! Or more! across the planet who are engaged simultaneously 
in the Flame of God, holding the balance and feeding that momentum 
into the antakarana of Light, giving the charge and Command to the Holy 
Angels of my Flame and of each of the Rays of God Consciousness to go 
out and to fulfill the Fiery Destiny of God! 

It is a glorious achievement that you have come to this time and this 
opportunity! And surely you must begin to realize that it takes a great deal 
of attainment to be able to even cognize the Mighty I AM Presence right 
where you are, for you to be able to vest the Armor of the Light of God 
all about you and see the Rays of God Consciousness flowing from your 
own Heart Flame as you give the calls, and to feel your vehicles, even in 
the gross physical body, elevated and become transparent as you give those 
calls sufficiently! 
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This, blessed ones, is a glorious Opportunity! Once you have ascended, 
you will look back to this cycle and wonder — could you have done more? 
Could you have achieved more of your Divine Mission? Those will be 
questions between you and your Great God Flame! For surely you must 
realize that a few hours throughout the week is a pittance compared to the 
great and glorious Momentum that comes your way from the Heart of God 
in the Great Central Sun during those opportunities to engage in the Fire!

Your Mighty I AM Presence is connecting with each Torch Bearer 
across the planet who is giving the calls! So whether or not you are engaged 
at a particular moment, you are building a certain record within your own 
consciousness of that Highway of Light described by Archangel Jophiel! 
And at any time during your day or night, when you have engaged in the 
Light and the Momentum of the Violet Flame Vigil, there is the opportunity 
for your outer vehicles to be the recipient of the assistance of those who 
are holding the Vigil at that very moment! You cannot begin to limit the 
Mighty I AM Presence and all that is capable of coming your way! 

But how often do the Sons and Daughters of God allow themselves 
to be caught in the vise of the riptides of human thought and feeling and 
fall beneath the waves, thereby not being able to assist even their own 
lifestream? This, blessed hearts, comes from weakness, from the inability 
to be disciplined! If that be the plague that you are dealing with, call to the 
Light and the Momentum of those who serve on the Secret Ray of Constancy! 
Let God Tabor assist you with holding the Ray of Constancy! SURELY — 
you can begin to discipline even those areas of your consciousness where 
you are aware of deficiencies. 

Ofttimes, even the most sincere student will have locked within the 
folds of their garments residual rebellion and records of their own humanity 
that must come to the fore. This is why these Violet Flame Vigils are so 
important — not only for the entirety of the Earth and all thereon but for 
the individual adept that is to be! And therefore, blessed hearts, be about 
the Service of the Light of God!

And when you have those areas of time and space within your day-to-
day responsibilities when you are free to go to the altar, won’t you enlist 
the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart in the Service of God? Won’t you 
come and receive the Charge from my Momentum! For I and my Beloved 
stand with you from our Retreat! And the Constancy of our Momentum on
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the Violet Flame is moving in, through, and around as the Holy Angels of 
our Ray go out in Service to the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart! It is 
never ceasing, always flowing! But what makes it so much more powerful 
for your lifestream is when you are engaged — CONSCIOUSLY! Then 
there is greater opportunity that we are able to extend your way.

If you learn nothing else of the Teachings of the I AM Faith, learn that 
when you engage consciously in the Light of God, in the God Qualities and 
the Virtues of the Christ, in the Momentums of the Flame upon the Altar 
of your Heart, you have prepared the way to have the Light expanded by the 
Forces of Heaven! And all of the Archangels, all of the Ascended and Cosmic 
Beings who serve on the Ray of God Consciousness that you require at any 
given moment are then given permission to engage with your lifestream! 

What a glorious achievement this is for your lifestream — to come to 
the point of attainment where you are fully vested with enough Light of 
God that when we come, it does not upset your momentums in life! But, 
on the contrary, it assists, purifies, and builds them up. Those who have 
never treated their vehicles of consciousness with the Violet Flame ofttimes 
will feel a shuddering at our coming! You must understand, blessed hearts, 
that, in time, you will be at home in our Ray. For it is the gentle Mercy of 
God that treats each of those momentums of unreality, taking them by 
the hand and leading that momentum into a cauldron of Violet Flame so 
that it is no more.

The Charge of God that comes forth with our Holy Angels as they 
move imperceptibly in, through, and around the mankind of Earth is a 
great Momentum of God! For the Love of God desires to bring each Son 
and Daughter into an accelerated momentum, elevating their consciousness 
and drawing them higher and higher into the realization that the Presence 
of God is right where they are! And they need not fear God but have that 
holy respect that comes from realizing that God fills the realms in which 
they desire to reside! And when this awakening begins to dawn, nothing 
else of a worldly nature will have any draw. And therefore, the Presence of 
God can come closer and closer.

The Mighty I AM Presence knows exactly how much each lifestream in 
their present state requires. And therefore, you, blessed hearts, enter into 
Holy Initiation with the Mighty I AM Presence, with the Holy Angels 
that come at the behest of the Mighty I AM Presence! And when we come, 
we guide, guard, and direct you into those areas of life that will give you 
greater opportunity to achieve what the Presence desires for you.
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How often we enter into areas where there is such recalcitrance and 
rebellion that the Fierceness of God comes upon our Angels! And with Bolts 
of Lightning, the Charge of God Consciousness goes forth as Ruby Fire to 
consume on the instant all that is unlike the Presence of God! And then 
there are those cycles when the Angels come in the quiet of the night to 
stand watch over one that sleeps, preparing them at inner levels, drawing 
their consciousness into the Retreats of the Ascended Masters to bathe them 
in the Love of God so that when they reemerge into their day-to-day life, 
there will be that unspoken, unchallenged Truth of the Presence of God 
that will be unmistakable! And then the Angels will take their leave for a 
time, allowing that one to enter into a way of life that draws them back to 
that realization once more that they remembered upon awakening. These 
are the initiations, blessed hearts, that gently take the Sons and Daughters 
of God into the divine keeping of the Flame upon the Altar of their Heart 
and draw them closer to the Mighty I AM Presence.

But what of those who would deny God at every turn, shaking their fist 
at God and saying:  “You do not exist!” Why shake their fist if God does 
not exist? All the while, in the depths of their Heart, they know full well 
of the Presence of God, but their own rebellion and human consciousness 
has driven them so far into the nether worlds of unreality that they have 
lost sight of how to get back to that full awareness and glow of Light that 
comes when one is in the Presence of God. 

All the precious Angels of our Legions go out, to and fro across the 
Earth, touching the Heart Flames of the many, charging the Light of God 
into their recalcitrance and rebellion! And it is the Hope beyond hope that 
those who recognize the Hand of God at work in their life will likewise 
turn their attention toward God so that at the appointed hour they may 
realize the Mighty I AM Presence is right within their own Heart Flame!

And that Flame begins to expand as they move through the Virtues of 
the Christ. And as those Virtues of the Christ are in greater momentum, 
the Rays of God Qualities from the Mighty I AM Presence begin to test 
and initiate the momentums of those lifestreams, charging them with a 
little more Responsibility to see if they are willing to engage, if there is the 
sufficient Sacrifice of the Flame upon the Altar of the Heart to give and 
give more of themselves until the fullness of the initiation and the cycle 
are complete.
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And what of those who find themselves in Necessity’s Ray where they 
have no place to turn, save to God? This is when our Holy Angels come 
and bathe those lifestreams in the Love of God as Violet Flame so that 
they may be escorted into the Open Door that allows them to realize that 
there is more to life than what has been presented to the human mind, the 
human will, and the human actions exhibited by the mass consciousness. 

The intricacies of all that the Legions of Angels perform for mankind are 
vast! And you, blessed hearts, who engage in the Flame of God by invoking 
these Godly Momentums throughout this Vigil that you have been called 
to participate in — you allow our Angels to do even more for mankind! 
And the Legions are expanded! For you must realize by now that there is 
no limit to those Legions of Angels that can be called from the Heart of 
God in the Great Central Sun to assist! Therefore, even though there may 
be a need we could meet, ofttimes there are not those Heart Flames calling 
for the assistance! And because there can be no waste in the universe, we 
are therefore obliged to stand by and allow for cycles to unfold. 

The Law of Octaves requires that there be a Heart Flame in the Earth 
that makes the call for the Angels, for the Ascended and Cosmic Beings 
to come forth! Why do you suppose that it is so very important to have 
the conscious awareness of these Blessed Teachings? It is not so that you 
would revere the Ascended or Cosmic Beings or hold high the Archangels! 
It is so, blessed hearts, you will know who to call to for assistance, how to 
expand the Flame upon the Earth when there is a specific need! Or even 
if you do not know what that need might be, you can call to the Heart of 
God in the Great Central Sun and have your call answered — ON THE 
INSTANT! There will be those times when you will see the response 
to your calls occur instantaneously! While other times, there will be the 
gestating of the cycle, and there will be a longer period before you see the 
culmination of the Light of God at work. But nonetheless, blessed hearts, 
know that every call is answered!

Let the Purity of your Heart Flame be that Momentum that you engage 
in when you enlist the Holy Angels! Let your calls go forth and be expanded 
for every country upon the Earth, every Son and Daughter of God upon 
the Earth! And as the Torch Bearers of The Temple, you will recognize 
your Responsibility for upholding the Truth of Cosmic Law in your own 
life so that as you are calling forth the Light of God, it will not be tainted 
in your own consciousness or in your visualizations! And you will have the 
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pure Chalice that is required for the Light of God to move throughout the 
land — touching the Heart Flames who are so in need, clearing the debris 
from the mind so that there can be the Mind of God come forth, even if 
it is only for a short cycle, to deposit a specific engram, enlightenment, or 
Illumination upon a particular circumstance! 

Yes, blessed hearts, many of those lifestreams who are assisted will 
not stay the course until there is the igniting of the Flame on the Altar 
of their Heart, consciously, by their own lifestream! But for that moment 
and that crucial cycle, you will have performed a necessary work for the 
Earth, for the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light so that there can 
be the expansion of the Light of God upon the Earth! You have heard of 
past Golden Ages! Well, blessed hearts, the Golden Age that we speak 
of in this era is one that is everlasting and takes on that Momentum of 
Eternality in the Heart of God! 

I, Archangel Zadkiel, stand in the fullness of the Earth with my Ray of 
the Violet Flame! And I call forth our Angels to go forward once more into 
the fray to deal with those more intense cycles that require the tenacity of 
the Angels who know only our God Quality and will not accept anything 
less than that Quality of God where they are sent. And those Angels will 
gently touch those precious Hearts, setting in motion a Threefold Action 
of the Heart Flame that allows their Heart Flame to accept the Angels 
in their midst. And in that rhythmic flow, there is the acceptance of their 
outer vehicles to the presence of our Angels! 

Blessed Ones! Our Angels will use many types of momentum to draw 
forth the Flame upon the Altar of the Heart and to allow the Mighty I 
AM Presence to come closer and closer to the outer vehicles! It is our Joy 
to serve mankind, to have our Momentum assist in the bringing forth of 
the coming Golden Age — and for the fullness of the cycle of the Light of 
God to be present where the Sons and Daughters of God consciously know 
of the Mighty I AM and are able to raise their voices on high, expanding the 
Flame upon the Altar of their Heart to encompass all that their Presence 
desires, building a great momentum that can move the Earth into a Golden 
Age! Be sealed in the Light of God and the Holy Action of the Violet Flame! 

I Thank You!
     

Archangel Zadkiel
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Seven Mighty Cosmic Light Calls

 Mighty Cosmic Light, I AM calling God Perfection into action 
in me now! (3x)

Mighty Cosmic Light, I AM calling God Perfection into action 
in The Temple of The Presence now! (3x)

Mighty Cosmic Light, I AM calling God Perfection into action 
on the Earth now! (3x)

 The Dazzling Light of Kronos in the fullness of its Power is 
Victorious now! (3x)

 Mighty Arcturus, thou Elohim of God, descend with that Light 
of a Thousand Suns and Transmute all human selfishness and 
discord on the Earth now! (3x)

 The Limitless Legions of Light now move with Lightning Speed 
around the whole world and all human shadows melt away before 
God’s Love! (3x)

 In God’s Name, I AM, we speak to all human creation: You have 
no power! Your day is done! Be thou dissolved and redeemed into 
Golden Helicon forever! (3x)

 I AM the Mighty, Rising Floodtide of Cosmic Light — the 
Sparkling Substance of the Secret Love Star — moving into action 
everywhere and sweeping the Earth into a Golden Age now! (3x) 

 The Light of God never fails! (3x) And the Mighty I AM Presence 
is that Light! (3x)
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